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Figure 1. An off-line sensor may monitor whether a fragile parcel was improperly tilted: After the sender specifies the sensor in a design UI (a), two
identical sensors are 3D-printed and filled with a conductive liquid (b). After placing each sensor into parcels A and B, both are shipped (c). The
recipient checks whether the sensor was exposed to tilting by placing it on her capacitive touchscreen (d).

ABSTRACT

Embedding sensors into objects allow them to recognize various interactions. But, sensing usually requires active electronics that are often costly, need time to be assembled, and
constantly draw power. Thus, we propose off-line sensing:
passive 3D-printed sensors that detect one-time interactions,
such as accelerating or flipping, but neither require active
electronics nor power at the time of the interaction. They
memorize a pre-defined interaction via an embedded structure
filled with a conductive medium (e.g., a liquid). Whether a
sensor was exposed to the interaction can be read-out via a
capacitive touchscreen. Sensors are printed in a single pass on
a consumer-level 3D printer. Through a series of experiments,
we show the feasibility of off-line sensing.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advances in 3D printing, research is emerging to
support users in rapidly fabricating personalized objects [15,
16, 17, 27] and in adding interactive functionality by attaching
electronics [6, 13, 19, 20] or creating internal structures [1,
10, 21, 30, 24]. While embedding functionality directly into
the objects, they often require to attach and power electronics
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which quickly gets laborious and costly when dealing with
many objects or long deployment timespans. To overcome
this issue, we believe that encoding functionality within the
object’s 3D structure is a promising approach to make objects
interactive without the need for power-consuming electronics.
We contribute 3D-printed structures, called off-line sensors,
that detect one-time interactions performed with objects without requiring any active electronics nor power during the interaction. Off-line sensors respond to load, pressure, acceleration,
tilt, flip, and rising or falling temperature. They consist of
conductive and insulating solids combined with chambers containing a medium, such as a conductive liquid (cf. [23]). The
sensor’s properties (e.g., on how much load it reacts) can be
defined before printing via a specification UI. Then, the sensor
is 3D-printed, post-processed and deployed into an interaction
context. Users extract whether the sensor was exposed to the
interaction by using a capacitive touchscreen. Based on capacitive coupling [18, 24], off-line sensors intentionally alter
their response on the touchscreen depending on whether a capacitive path between the conductive solid and the medium is
formed. Off-line sensors can be attached to or fabricated into
objects to monitor their status (e.g., to assure proper handling
of a tool) or check environmental conditions (e.g., a freezeaware outdoor plant pot). As depicted in Figure 1, an off-line
sensor may be used to ensure a parcel’s proper handling.
We believe that off-line sensing is not a competing but complementing approach compared to traditional sensing, suited for
sensor deployments without supervision, possibly over a long
timespan. To that end, we aim to take a first step in exploring
off-line sensing for HCI by addressing fundamental conceptual and technical challenges. We focus on a basic, yet widely
used set of interactions that serve as a foundation for more advanced interactions. Even though off-line sensing is not tied to
3D printing, we intend to contribute to the vision of interactive
objects that are individually designed and printed on-demand
based on application scenarios or user’s needs [30].
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The main contributions of this paper are:
• A consumer-level fabrication pipeline to easily create, 3Dprint and capacitively read-out off-line sensors.
• Off-line sensors that memorize load, pressure, acceleration,
tilt, flip over, and rising or falling temperature.
• A proof-of-concept evaluation showing their feasibility.
RELATED WORK

This paper is situated in the areas of metamaterials and digital
fabrication of interactive objects.
Metamaterials

Metamaterials, i.e., structures engineered to yield new properties, are investigated in material science to indicate, for instance, tilting or shock (cf. [26]). Also, an emerging stream of
research investigates how to digitally fabricate objects containing metamaterials. Such metamaterials convey digital information by means of terahertz imaging [31], magnetic storage
[11], or air pockets [14]. Moreover, they are used to enrich
fabricated objects with mechanical functionality [8], logical
operations [9], or self-folding [25]. Adding to this stream of
research, off-line sensors allow objects to memorize one-time
interactions that can be integrated into 3D-printed objects and
digitally read-out with a standard capacitive touchscreen.

Figure 2. Sensing principle: Depending on the sensor’s state, a conductive path between the user and the touchscreen is formed (b) or not (a).

Specification

A specification UI enables users to choose from a list of offline sensors (see Figure 1a). The UI eases the creation of
a sensor by removing the need to be an expert in CAD. It
provides information on each sensor and allows the user to
adjust properties depending on the sensor (e,g., the load or
pressure to be sensed), the 3D printer, and the touchscreen
(e.g., the electrode’s size, an important factor depending on
the printer’s precision and touchscreen). After the sensor’s
model is created, the UI offers the user to export:
• 3D-printable files for conductive and insulating materials
• Instructions on how to post-process the sensor
• A definition file stating the location of electrodes, a capacitive marker for identification, and the sensor’s properties

Fabricating Interactive 3D Objects

Printing and Post-Processing

Another stream of research investigates how to print or embed
customized interactive sensors into objects. This includes
adding interactive input and output functionalities in 3Dprinted objects through light pipes [1, 30], by filling internal
pipes with media post-print [21], or via pipes that transmit
sound [13]. Other approaches 3D-print interactive objects by
means of conductive spray [10, 17], conductive plastic [2, 12,
22, 24], conductive threads [7] or pneumatics [28]. Adding to
this body of research, off-line sensors are 3D-printed in a single pass without requiring additional assembly of electronics.

The user slices the 3D-printable files with printer-specific
settings and hands it over to the 3D printer (see Figure 1b).
After 3D printing, the sensor must be further prepared for
deployment by following the generated instructions. For most
sensors, only filling with a conductive medium (e.g., tap water)
is required. Some sensors require further post-processing, such
as freezing or cutting off specific parts.

OFF-LINE FABRICATION PIPELINE

This section introduces the off-line sensing principle underlying all off-line sensors and the fabrication pipeline to easily
create them, starting from the specification of a sensor to
extracting whether it was exposed to an interaction.
Off-Line Sensing Principle

Off-line sensors consist of conductive electrodes, insulating
material and hollow volumes, called chambers, filled with a
conductive medium (e.g., tap water). They employ two types
of electrodes (see Figure 2a):
• The user electrode connects the user’s finger to the sensor
and thus grounds it with respect to the touchscreen.
• The touchscreen electrode connects the sensor to the underlying capacitive touchscreen and enables it to extract the
sensor’s state.
As depicted in Figure 2b, the sensor’s internal state is extracted
via the touchscreen electrode as follows: Once a conductive
medium alters the electrical properties of the sensor, a capacitive path from the user’s finger throughout the sensor onto the
touchscreen is formed. This results in a measurable change in
capacitance at the touchscreen.
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Deployment and Interaction

After post-processing, the user deploys the sensor in the desired interaction context (see Figure 1c). If the sensor was
exposed to the pre-defined interaction, its state is permanently
altered. Otherwise, it remains in its initial state.
Collection and Extraction

For the user to check whether an interaction occurred, she
uses an Android app on her mobile device (see Figure 1d).
While connecting her finger to the user electrode, she places
the sensor on a highlighted area on the touchscreen.
The application then detects the sensor through a conductive
marker on its bottom (cf. [3, 24, 29]) and extracts whether the
interaction occurred by analyzing if a touch point exists at a
pre-defined location, saved together with the marker’s id in
the definition file during specification.
OFF-LINE SENSORS

In the following, we present specific off-line sensors, i.e., 3Dprinted structures that employ off-line sensing. As illustrated
in Figure 3, we focus on a set of interactions that concern:
• Mechanical forces: load (a) or pressure (b) on an object
• Physical manipulations: acceleration (c), tilt (d), or flip (e)
• Environmental conditions: rising (f) or falling (g) temperature around an object
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Figure 5. By applying pressure, the flexible material is compressed and
liquid is poured out of the upper hole.
Figure 3. Overview of off-line sensors that detect load (a), pressure (b),
acceleration (c), tilt (d), flip (e), rising (f), and falling (g) temperature.

Loading

This sensor reacts to an evenly distributed load force caused,
for instance, by applying a certain weight. It consists of two
plates on top of each other, connected by two to six thin pillars
(see Figure 4). The pillars have an angle of 45° to facilitate a
controlled buckling. Both plates also contain a user electrode
on top and a touchscreen electrode at the bottom. If the load
limit has not yet been exceeded, the two electrodes are a few
millimeters apart. If a big enough load is evenly applied, the
pillars break. As a result, the user and touchscreen electrode
connect to each other. This creates a direct connection between
the finger and the touchscreen during the read-out process. In
order to improve the connection between both electrodes, they
are slightly offset to one side, since a slight displacement of
the upper plate occurs during the buckling.
Practical Challenges

After printing, the sensor must be checked for unwanted connections between the electrodes. These can be caused by
oozing effects of the printing material, which falsifies the response. During deployment, the sensor only changes its state
when the applied force is perpendicular to the plates, as the
pillars are designed to only break that way. In other cases,
the sensor’s state will not change. To simultaneously check
for loads applied in other directions, multiple copies of this
sensors may be printed and oriented as such.

filled with liquid. The upper chamber contains both electrodes.
Both chambers are connected by a small hole at the top of the
lower chamber’s cone. If the sensor is squeezed, the lower
chamber is compressed and the liquid is pressed through the
hole, separating both chambers. The liquid is collected in the
upper chamber and connects the two electrodes.
Practical Challenges

This sensor should be printed with flexible material to allow
for compression. To avoid filling the upper chamber with
liquid, a syringe with a needle should be used.
Accelerating

The acceleration sensor reacts to accelerations that exceed a
pre-defined level. It consists of two chambers (see Figure 6).
The larger one is filled with a conductive liquid (e.g., tap water). Both chambers are separated by a wall that is variable
in height. If the sensor is accelerated in the opposite direction of the smaller chamber, the liquid inside the chamber is
forced into the direction of the smaller chamber because of
the inertia. If the acceleration is large enough, the liquid spills
over the parting wall and is caught in the smaller chamber. For
read-out, the smaller chamber contains a user electrode and a
touchscreen electrode, only connected by a liquid in case of
acceleration. For instance, the amount of liquid and the height
of the wall can be varied to alter the acceleration level.
Practical Challenges

For read-out, the bottom plate of the sensor is placed on the
touchscreen. Depending on the printer, the electrode should
be slightly displaced outwards to improve the touchscreen’s
connection. As the finger is softer and, thus, better connects
to the electrode, this is not required for the user electrode.
Also, a slight force on the sensor should be exerted in order to
counteract a possible spring effect of the pillars.

The larger chamber must be filled with a liquid either during
printing or afterward. During deployment, users must ensure
that the sensor is not tilted. A small angular change can already
significantly alter the acceleration limit. Ideally, the sensor is
oriented horizontally without tilt. For read-out, the sensor is
placed on the touchscreen and touched with a finger. During
this phase, small tilts are irrelevant, while greater tilts can lead
to a falsification of the state.

Pressing

Tilting

The pressing sensor changes its state when squeezed with a
certain pressure. The sensor consists of two superimposed
cone-shaped chambers (see Figure 5): The lower chamber is

Using this sensor, tilts around 90°, depending on the liquid’s
volume, can be detected. The sensor consists of two chambers
(see Figure 7): The left chamber contains a liquid. If the sensor
is tilted (i.e., the left chamber is above the right), the liquid
flows through the hole down and connects the electrodes.

Figure 4. Once a weight is applied (b), the previously unconnected electrodes (a) connect (c). Both electrodes are shown in red.
Figure 6. By accelerating, liquid spills over into the second chamber.
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Figure 7. By tilting, the liquid is disposed in the second chamber.

Practical Challenges

If the chamber’s volume is too small compared to the connecting hole, there are often problems with air displacement. To
compensate, both chambers either require a hole for air leakage or the size of the connecting hole needs to be increased.
The tilt angle can be influenced best by varying the amount
of liquid. Using less liquid, the tilt angle ranges around 90°.
Using more liquid, even smaller tilt angles are recognized.

Figure 9. After filled (a) and frozen (b), the frozen liquid remains in the
smaller chamber as long as the temperature is under a certain threshold
(c). If the temperature rises, it is disposed into the bigger chamber (d/e)
for later read-out (f).

Flipping Over

The flipping over sensor consists of two interlocked chambers
(see Figure 8). The inner chamber is filled with liquid. If the
sensor is flipped over, the liquid flows from the inner into the
outer chamber. When rotated by only 90°, the liquid remains
through the dome-shaped cover in the inner chamber.

electrodes. If the sensor is stored again under the melting point
before read-out (e), the liquid freezes in the bigger chamber.
However, as the liquid remains in this chamber until read-out,
the state change can still be detected by heating the sensor (f).

Practical Challenges

To prepare for deployment, the liquid must be filled through a
small hole. To that end, the sensor must be placed upside down
(see Figure 9a), because otherwise the liquid immediately
flows into the next chamber. After this step, the object (i.e., the
liquid) is frozen and then turned around again for deployment.

After printing, a liquid needs to be filled only into the inner
chamber. To avoid filling the outer chamber, a syringe with a
needle should be used. If too much liquid is used, the inner
chamber will overflow, which falsifies the sensor’s response.
Rising Temperature

This sensor detects temperature changes that rise above a certain limit through thermal conduction (cf. Fourier’s law). If the
sensor is kept below a certain temperature during deployment,
the state will not change. But, if the temperature is increased
above the limit, the state change will occur. Its state is also
altered if the threshold was only temporarily exceeded.
As illustrated in Figure 9, the sensor is subdivided into two
chambers. The smaller chamber is filled with a liquid (a).
The two electrodes for the detection of the state are printed in
the bigger chamber. If the sensor is stored under the liquid’s
melting point during deployment (b), the frozen liquid will
remain in its form, and no liquid will enter the bigger chamber
(c). However, if the sensor is stored above the melting point,
the frozen liquid starts to melt, causing liquid to accumulate
at the bottom of the smaller chamber (d). From there, it flows
through a small tube into the adjacent bigger chamber, where it
is then recognized by the presence of a connection between the

Practical Challenges

If the state is to be read-out after deployment, the sensor must
be rotated upside down again, so that the touchscreen electrode
points downwards. In this orientation, the rotation prevents
the ice, which is still present in the chamber, from flowing into
the other chamber. Since ice is not electrically conductive, it
must be melted before read-out.
Falling Temperature

The falling temperature sensor changes its state when stored
for a certain time under a temperature limit. The sensor consists of two chambers (see Figure 10). The larger of the two
chambers is completely filled with a conductive liquid with
negative thermal expansion (i.e., it increases in volume when
cooled). The smaller one contains both electrodes. Both chambers are liquid-tightly separated from each other by a thin wall.
When the liquid freezes, it increases in volume and breaks
through the thin wall. As a result, the wall is no longer leak
proof. If the frozen liquid is heated again, it leaks through the
crack into the second chamber and connects the electrodes.
Practical Challenges

As this sensor requires a liquid with negative thermal expansion, we employed tap water (it expand in volume approx.
9%). After printing, the larger chamber must be completely

Figure 8. Flipping over the sensor results in a deposition of liquid into
the second chamber.
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Figure 10. Due to the increased volume of a frozen liquid (middle), a slim
wall breaks, resulting in the deposition of liquid into the left chamber.
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filled with liquid. The sensor can be read-out if not frozen, as
then enough liquid is able to connect the electrodes.
IMPLEMENTATION

The specification UI utilizes OpenSCAD scripts to create offline sensors. As a consequence, sensors can be easily changed
or added by providing a new OpenSCAD script.
For printing, we utilized the dual extrusion printer BCN3D
Sigma to print conductive and insulating materials simultaneously. The accompanying software BCN3D Cura was used
for slicing. The conductive electrodes consist of carbon-doped
Proto-pasta Conductive PLA (cPLA) with a volume resistivity of 30–115 Ωcm (printing temperature of 220 °C at a cost
of 140 C/kg). For insulating parts, Verbatim PLA was used
(printing temperature of 212 °C at a cost of 30 C/kg). For the
pressure sensor, NinjaFlex TPU was used (printing temperature of 225 °C at a cost of 90 C/kg).
Since in most cases the sensor can only be used once, less importance was placed on the printing quality. The thickness of
the layers was set to 0.2 mm to keep the printing duration low.
Retraction of the filament was enabled to prevent unwanted
connections between the conductive parts. For all sensors, an
infill density of 20% was chosen, which is adequate for sensors using normal PLA. Also, this density allows for sufficient
flexibility in sensors made of flexible TPU. The printing speed
was set to 40 mm/s for most sensors. Only for flexible TPU,
the printing speed was reduced at the beginning of the print
to ensure a better cohesion between the first few layers. Since
sensors are filled with liquid in many cases, they were printed
with a material flow of 110% for solid parts and 125% for
flexible parts to avoid for leaking.
TECHNICAL EXPERIMENTS AND GUIDELINES

We conducted technical experiments to evaluate our prototypes
of all off-line sensors. We report our findings and provide
guidelines for designing and printing off-line sensors.
Loading

Our prototype of the load sensor has dimensions of 6.1 cm ×
2 cm × 1.4 cm. After triggering, the sensor’s height is reduced
to 1.1 cm. The maximal load depends on several factors which
may be varied by designers:
• the number and thickness of pillars
• the pillar’s material strength and angle
• the printing direction and inter-layer adhesion strength
As the sensor is designed for evenly distributed loads, the
effect of the pillars’ distribution on the maximal load is almost
negligible. However, varying levels of load can still be recognized by controlling the number of pillars. Thus, we evaluated
the load sensor with 2, 4, and 6 pillars (thickness 0.5 mm)
and increased the weight until it responded. We found that
three levels of loads can be reliably distinguished: The sensor
reacts for 2 pillars at 5.2 kg, for 4 pillars at 10.5 kg, and for
6 pillars at 16.4 kg. Using more pillars is easily possible but
requires a bigger size of the overall sensor. Moreover, we
tested normal PLA for the pillars. However, due to the elastic
material properties of PLA, the electrodes rebound despite
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the sensor was triggered. This can be counteracted by applying more pressure from the finger during read-out. However,
the amount required was unpleasant, both for the finger and
for the stability of the touchscreen. Thus, we decided to use
cPLA for the pillars, as it is more brittle than normal PLA. As
a result, the sensor does not rebound anymore. Both plates
should be printed in sideways direction to improve the quality
of the pillars and to reduce the risk that the sensor peels off
the printing plate during printing. To that end, the base area
also has been enlarged.
Pressing

Our prototype of the pressing sensor has a diameter of 3.5 cm
(height of 2.6 cm). The sensor’s reaction depends on several
factors which may be varied by designers:
• the liquid’s volume
• the insulating material’s infill density
We found that 5 ml of tap water results in a reliable detection
of pressure. The amount of pressure required can be finetuned by varying the infill density or by changing the amount
of liquid. Also, the printing quality is an important factor as
otherwise the flexible TPU leaks liquid. We found that sensors
should be printed with a slower printing speed of 30 mm/s and
an increased material flow of 125%.
Accelerating

Our prototype of the accelerating sensor has dimensions of
4 cm × 2.4 cm × 4 cm. The sensor’s reaction depends on
several factors which may be varied by designers:
• the wall height and dimension of the chamber
• the liquid’s viscosity and volume
• the angle of acceleration
We measured at which acceleration the state changed for varying wall heights and 3 ml of tap water. We mounted the sensor
to a smartphone and used its sensors to compare the acceleration to the sensor’s response. By repeating different levels
of acceleration (between 1-15 m/s²) 20 times, we found that
for our prototype at least two accelerations can be reliably
distinguished: For a wall height of 10 mm, 5 m/s² (SD 1 m/s²)
acceleration was detected (e.g., equals a starting car). For a
wall height of 18 mm, 12 m/s² (SD 1 m/s²) acceleration was
detected (e.g., equals an emergency stop in a car). By further
varying factors (e.g., viscosity), more levels of acceleration
could be distinguished.
Tilting

Our prototype of the tilting sensor has dimensions of 2.8 cm
× 1.8 cm × 4 cm. The sensor’s reaction depends on several
factors which may be varied by designers:
• the liquid’s viscosity
• the amount of liquid
We found that using 2 ml of tap water is sufficient to operate
this sensor. However, the main challenge is that chambers
should not be airtightly closed because otherwise, the remaining air in both chambers blocks the liquid from flowing into
the second chamber. Thus, we used two air-holes at the top of
the sensor to allow for a sufficient air circulation.
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Flipping Over

Our prototype of the flipping over sensor has a diameter of
3.4 cm (height of 5.1 cm). The sensor’s reaction depends
on the same factors as for tilting. Also, similar to tilting, air
circulation is a challenge if the sensor is airtightly closed. As
an air-hole at the top would result in leaking liquid in the case
of flipping over, we increased the size of the hole connecting
both chambers. Thereby, air and liquid can be exchanged
between chambers more easily.
Rising Temperature

Our prototype of the rising temperature sensor has dimensions
of 4.4 cm × 2 cm × 3 cm. We evaluated tap water (melting
point approx. 0 °C) and 2 mm PLA walls (with rather low
thermal conductivity). The defrosting time depends on several
factors which may be varied by designers:
• the temperature difference between inside and outside
• the time of exposure to the temperature difference
• the insulating material’s thermal conductivity and thickness
By varying the factors of Fourier’s law (e.g., other materials
or liquids with other melting points), the defrosting time (i.e.,
the sensor’s response temperature) can be controlled.
Falling Temperature

Our prototype for the falling temperature sensor has dimensions of 4.3 cm × 2.2 cm × 3.2 cm. Besides the factors for
rising temperature, the freezing time depends on these factors:
• the inner wall’s material strength and thickness
• the liquid’s initial volume
As this sensor is based on a fracture in its internal structure,
it highly depends on the inner wall’s material properties. If
the printing quality is too high, it will not break. Thus, as for
loading, we used the brittler cPLA. By freezing the sensor 20
times, we found that an inner wall thickness of 0.5 mm results
in a reliable fracture to trigger the state change. Similar to the
previous sensor, the reaction temperature can be controlled
by using liquids with varying freezing points or changing the
freezing temperature of tap water by adding salt.
DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

This paper presents first results on off-line sensors that memorize interactions by leveraging capacitive coupling. However,
our approach has limitations that must be considered during
design, printing, and sensing.
Manual Post-Processing

Currently, off-line sensors need to be manually post-processed
to remove support and add a conductive medium (e.g., using
a syringe). However, the deposition of liquids into sensors
during 3D printing can be automated using a syringe extruder
in combination with a pump (cf. [32]). Besides for loading, all
off-line sensors are intentionally designed to be printable without support material. With the emergence of multi-extruder
printers, support may be printed with water-soluble PVA and
washed out after printing.
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malicious attempts to reverse their state (e.g., by using conic
funnels or small holes). Yet, sensors that use a liquid may
be completely dried and refilled several times, as the solid
structures are unmodified. However, even small residues of
liquid are sufficient to trigger a sensor, which is hard to reverse
due to adhesion. Alternatively, sensors may be either disposed,
as it mostly consist of biodegradable PLA, or recycled as 3D
printing filament (e.g., via a filament extruder [5]).
Continuity

Despite off-line sensors respond well to one discrete interaction, they are unable to sense an interaction performed multiple
times. Moreover, we focus on binary measurements with standard touchscreens to strengthen practicability. While different
discrete levels can be detected simultaneously by printing
multiple sensors with varying properties, future work could
advance the detection towards continuous levels of an interaction in one single sensor by correlating liquid levels inside a
chamber with capacitive raw data provided by the touchscreen.
Scalability

Scalability is an important issue, as the size of a sensor and of
the capacitive touchscreen may vary from small to very large.
The sensors’ electrodes presented in this paper are optimized
for the size of a fingertip (16–20 mm [4]). Also, the approach
requires a volumetric object inside which a sensor can be
inserted and conductors can be routed. Thus, geometries with
thin structures, high curvatures, or cavities remain challenging.
The minimal size of a sensor is limited by the resolution and
the nozzle diameter of today’s commodity 3D printers. Using
our print setup, the minimal cross-sectional size of an electrodes’ conductor is 3x3 mm². The second limit to miniaturizing sensors relates to the volume of a chamber. If shrunk too
much, it may not be sufficient to hold enough liquid anymore.
Combination of Sensors

Off-line sensors may be combined into one 3D-printed object
by merging and printing multiple sensors together. However,
sensors based on different conductive media may not be compatible (e.g., frozen vs. liquid media). Also, environmental
conditions need to be considered. For instance, using a liquid
to detect flipping over in a refrigerated car remains challenging
as the freezing point of the liquid needs to be sufficiently low.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented off-line sensing: a set of sensors that
memorize pre-defined interaction via embedded 3D-printed
structures filled with a conductive medium. Using off-line
sensing, we contribute a variety of off-line sensors that sense
load, pressure, acceleration, tilt, flip over, and temperature.
Whether an object was exposed to the interaction can be readout via placing it on a standard capacitive touchscreen. Using
a consumer-level fabrication pipeline, off-line sensors can be
easily created, printed and used. Future work should address
more advanced (e.g., continuous) interactions and further applications, where it is beneficial to deploy off-line sensors.

Reversibility and Reusability
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